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This  paper  reports  on a  historical  perspective  of  the  evaluation  studies  present  in  software  testing  research
published  in  the Brazilian  Symposium  on Software  Engineering  (SBES)  in  comparison  to  the  International
Conference  on  Software  Engineering  (ICSE).  The  survey  characterizes  the  software  testing-related  papers
published  in  the  25-year  history  of  SBES,  investigates  the  types  of evaluation  presented  in  these  publi-
cations,  and  how  the  rate  of evaluations  has  evolved  over  the  years.  A similar  analysis  within  the  same
period  is made  for ICSE,  allowing  for a comparison  between  the  national  and international  scenario.
Results  show  that  the  rate  of  papers  that  present  evaluation  studies  in SBES  has  significantly  increased
valuation studies
oftware testing research in Brazil

over  the  years.  However,  among  the papers  that  described  some  kind of  evaluation,  only  around  20%
performed  more  rigorous  evaluations  (i.e.  case  studies,  quasi  experiments,  or controlled  experiments).
Such  percentage  is  low  when  compared  to ICSE,  which  presented  40%  of papers  with  more  rigorous  eval-
uations  within  the  same  period.  Nevertheless,  we  noticed  that both  venues  still  lack  the  publication  of
research  reporting  controlled  experiments:  only  a  single  paper  in each  conference  presented  this  type of
evaluation.
. Introduction

There is a common knowledge that science in general devel-
ps through theory and experimentation. Theory tries to define
he nature and causes of a problem, while experimentation may
onfirm or refute such definitions. On the other hand, experimenta-
ion may  also find new phenomena that can be explained through a
heory (Feitelson, 2007). Therefore, the application of experiments
nd other types of evaluation is considered essential to the devel-
pment of any scientific field.

Several computer science researchers feel that our field has not
et insisted enough on experimentation (e.g. Freeman, 2008). This
s also true with respect to the software engineering (SE) commu-
ity. Victor Basili is one of the voices that have been insisting on a
ore mature field of SE, where rigorous evaluation is part of any
eveloped research. In fact, although the origins of SE can be dated
ack to the famous 1968 NATO conference, it cannot be said to
ave become an empirical science until the 1970s, with the advent
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of Basili’s work (Boehm et al., 2005). Nevertheless, even though
there has long been a positive encouragement on the application of
adequate evaluation in SE, a 2005 survey showed that only 1.9% of
the work published on prestigious SE venues until that date have
applied controlled experiments (Sjoberg et al., 2005).

The Brazilian Symposium on Software Engineering (SBES, from
the Portuguese acronym) is the premier Brazilian SE conference.
SBES has been held annually since 1987, summing up 25 editions
to date. Lately, the conference has been gathering nearly 500 peo-
ple, including researchers, students, and practitioners working on
the field (Garcia, 2011). If the Brazilian symposium is to grow into
a respectable community, we  must also take into account how
research work published in SBES is being evaluated.

Software testing is a very important and prominent SE sub-
field and several papers published in the SBES history fall into
this category. Since cost constraints and high effectiveness goals
are common within software testing, every novel approach has to
be adequately evaluated according to these characteristics to be
deemed useful or not. In fact, experimentation and other types
of evaluation is an essential part of research in software testing

(Andrews et al., 2005). For instance, at many times one is interested
in comparing the fault-detection effectiveness of testing criteria
used to derive test cases. In this case experimentation is a handy
tool to obtain evidence about this question (Andrews et al., 2005).

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2012.11.040
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01641212
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In this paper we present a survey that serves as an initial
ssessment of the dissemination of adequate evaluation of soft-
are testing research in SBES. We  have analyzed the 25 available

BES proceedings and characterized the evaluation studies pre-
ented in papers related to software testing. We  categorized the
apers within the software testing field, collected information
bout authors and affiliations, and classified the presented eval-
ations, looking into its evolution along the symposium’s history.
o put this data into a global context, we have also analyzed the
roceedings of the International Conference on Software Engi-
eering (ICSE). The ICSE survey included proceedings of the same
eriod of the SBES study – 1987–2011 –, to be able to compare
esults.

Our assessment shows that the number of evaluations presented
n SBES papers is increasing significantly along the years. How-
ver, our data also shows that there is still room for improvement
n this area, specially with respect to the rigor of the conducted
tudies. In particular, we notice a lack of publications reporting con-
rolled or quasi experiments involving software testing research.

ith respect to the ICSE analysis, our data shows that the inter-
ational conference is more mature in this sense, since it presents
0% of testing papers reporting more rigorous studies. However,
e noticed that both venues still lack the publication of research

eporting controlled experiments: only a single paper in each con-
erence presented this type of evaluation.

The analysis presented in this paper is important as a self-
ssessment of both Brazilian and international software testing
ommunities, with respect to research evaluation. It also serves as

 guide into how researchers that want to publish papers in presti-
ious venues should conduct and present studies that assess their
ork. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section

 presents basic concepts about evaluation in SE and software test-
ng and Section 3 describes the research method used to select and
lassify the papers in the survey and other characteristics of our
tudy. Section 4 presents the results of our survey and Section 5
iscusses such results. Finally, Section 6 presents related work and
ection 7 concludes the paper.

. Background

There are many types of evaluation studies that can be applied
o software engineering research. Based on previous empirical soft-
are engineering literature, Zannier et al. (2006) classifies them

nto the following: Controlled experiment,  Quasi experiment, Case
tudy, Exploratory case study, Experience report,  Meta-analysis,  Exam-
le application,  Survey,  and Discussion.  Each of these types has
ifferent characteristics and level of rigor. In this paper we  use the
ame classification to characterize evaluation studies in software
esting research published in SBES and ICSE. In the following we
ynthesize Zannier et al.’s classification.

Controlled experiments apply random assignment of treatments
o subjects, contain large sample sizes – generally > 10 sub-
ects –, formulate hypotheses, select an independent variable, and
ometimes apply random sampling1; while Quasi experiments are

ontrolled experiments with one or more of its characteristics miss-
ng. Controlled experiments also usually define research questions,

hich are later answered based on the reached conclusions. In

1 In the original classification by Zannier et al. (2006), controlled experiments
ecessarily apply random sampling. In our classification we have relaxed such char-
cteristic, because it is usually hard to contemplate it on software engineering
xperiments. Availability sampling is frequently applied, using, for instance, open
ource projects that are more readily available. We have also defined a large sample
ize  more loosely, since it may  vary depending on the study context. For instance,
hree very large software projects may  be considered an adequate sample size for
xperimenting with a software testing approach.
s and Software 86 (2013) 951– 969

software testing, research questions are usually formulated based
on a comparison between different approaches, with respect to
their effectiveness or application effort, for instance. To give an
example, the Controlled experiment reported by Rothermel et al.
(2000) formulates the following research question: “Do program-
mers who use our testing methodology create test suites that are more
effective in terms of du-adequacy than programmers who use an ad
hoc approach?”

From a statistical point of view, a simple observation of the
means or medians from sample observations is not enough to
infer about the actual populations. For instance, while comparing
two testing approaches, the fact that on average one gives bet-
ter results than the other according to some metric might only be
a coincidence caused by random sampling. Therefore, Controlled
experiments also usually apply statistical hypothesis tests, to check
whether the observed differences are in fact significant. A common
statistical tool used in such experiments is the analysis of variance
(ANOVA), which supports testing whether or not the means of sev-
eral groups are all equal. The ANOVA is a generalization of the t-test,
which is also commonly used when there are only two groups
being compared. In fact, the two Controlled experiments found in
our survey (Rothermel et al., 2000; Campanha et al., 2010) apply
the ANOVA for their experimental analyses. Some Quasi experiments
included in our study also apply statistical tests (e.g. Kim and Porter,
2002).

With respect to the differences between Controlled and Quasi
experiments, a common missing characteristics of a Quasi exper-
iment report is failing to formally define hypotheses and to test
them later. One such example included in our survey is the study
reported by Wong et al. (1995), published in ICSE 1995. Other stud-
ies fail to be categorized as controlled experiments because the
sample size is small. For example, the study reported by Graves
et al. (1998) in ICSE 1998 included only 6 small subject programs,
and therefore was  categorized as a Quasi experiment according to
our classification.

Case studies state a research question and unit(s) of analysis,
report a logic link between data and propositions, provide criteria
for interpreting findings, and are performed in real-world scenar-
ios; while Exploratory case studies are case studies with one or more
of its characteristics missing. A common missing characteristic of
Exploratory case studies is failing to be performed in a real-world set-
ting. There are several studies classified in our survey as exploratory
case studies due to the absence of such characteristic. One such
example is the study reported by Deng et al. (2005) in ICSE 2005.
The proposed approach was analyzed on example applications pro-
vided by the JDBC tutorial and other publicly available benchmarks,
and thus not in a real-world scenario.

Experience reports are retrospective reports with no proposi-
tions, do not necessarily contain answers to how or why some
findings were attained, and often include lessons learned. Meta-
Analyses analyze a body of similar studies to reach a common
result; Example applications only describe an application to assist
the definition of the approaches (these are commonly alleged as
“evaluations” or “validations” of the study). Surveys collect answers
to structured or unstructured questionnaires given to participants;
while Discussions provide qualitative, textual, and opinion-related
evaluation.

It is important to notice that, in general, SE is regarded as a dis-
cipline that needs to improve on the use of experiments and more
rigorous forms of evaluation. However, as reported by Zannier et al.
(2006), the community seems to be evolving significantly with this
respect over the years. For instance, over the lifetime of the Interna-

tional Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE) until 2006, there
was a significant increase in the number of papers with an eval-
uation component. If this is true with respect to the international
community, an important question is whether it also holds to more
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The paper selection process was inspired by a process for
running systematic mapping studies (Petersen et al., 2008). The
first three authors of this paper performed the paper selection

3 http://www.lbd.dcc.ufmg.br:8080/bdbcomp/servlet/PesquisaEvento?evento=
sbes – accessed 19.10.12.

4 http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/mostRecentIssue.jsp?punumber=5336057 –
accessed 19.10.12.

5 http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/mostRecentIssue.jsp?punumber=5628346 –
O.A.L. Lemos et al. / The Journal of S

ocal communities such as SBES, with respect to more specific fields
uch as Software Testing.

.1. Software testing research and evaluation

Software testing can be defined as the execution of a program
gainst test cases with the intent of revealing faults (Myers et al.,
004). The different testing techniques are defined based on the
rtifact used to derive test cases. Functional – or black-box – testing
erives test cases from the specification or description of a pro-
ram; structural – or white-box – testing derives test cases from
mplementations; fault-based testing derives test cases from fault

odels based on common mistakes committed by programmers;
nd model-based testing derives test cases from system specifi-
ation models. To deem a software system correct,  one could test
very possible element of the system’s input domain and check
hether the output is consistent with the expected output. How-

ver, even for simple programs this is usually infeasible, because
he input domains tend to be very large (imagine, for instance, the
nput space of a compiler system) (Myers et al., 2004). Therefore, a
arge portion of testing research focus on proposing ways to select

eaningful subsets of test cases to enhance the chance of revea-
ing faults. Based on the categories of testing techniques described
bove, several testing selection criteria were proposed (Mathur,
007).

Besides testing techniques and criteria, there are many other
spects involved in the testing activity. For instance, in general, it is
oo expensive to test programs manually; therefore, software test-
ng usually relies on tools to automate the test case generation,
xecution, and results gathering. After faults are revealed while
esting the programs, they must be localized and fixed. This activ-
ty is usually not included under the software testing activity, being
alled debugging.  Since it is closely related to testing, we  decided to
nclude papers concerned with it in our survey. Other topics that are
mportant to software testing and were included are the following:
ault-injection,2 which consists in intentionally introducing known
ailures into the system during its execution to evaluate if the sys-
em is robust enough to recover without crashing (Hsueh et al.,
997); regression testing,  which consists in selectively retesting a
ystem to verify whether modifications have not caused unwanted
ffects (IEEE, 1990); and testing strategy, which consists in the way
y which test case design methodologies are combined to provide
n effective testing activity (Myers et al., 2004).

Different types of software testing research reclaim different
ypes of evaluation. Some proposals might be easier to evaluate,
hile others might require more work. For instance, evaluating

he effectiveness of a testing criterion might require the use of real
pplications, a large pool of test cases, and random selection of
ests not to introduce bias in the test case generation (for instance,
s done by Lai et al. (2008)). In other cases, it might require only
he simulation of an algorithm with different configurations. For
nstance, in the case of some approaches to automated test case
eneration, evaluation may  consists only in running an implemen-
ation with different configurations and comparing the outcomes,
hich is an experiment easier to configure than a test criteria study.
oreover, experiments that require human subjects are also harder

o setup than evaluations that can be completely automated. In any
ase, evaluation studies are very important for software testing,
ecause we need approaches that are at the same time effective

ut also feasible. A researcher can only have evidence that a testing
pproach is useful or not only when it is adequately measured with
espect to effectiveness and effort factors.

2 Usually related to the system’s fault tolerance.
Fig. 1. The scope of our survey.

3. Study setup

3.1. Research goals

Our main goal is to investigate the dissemination of software
testing evaluations in SBES and compare them to the ICSE scenario.
We assess the increase in performed evaluations in terms of the
percentage of papers with an evaluation component over the total
number of published papers in a year. We  define a paper as con-
taining an evaluation component when it presents at least a study
involving subjects – humans, programs, or specifications – and not
only a single example application (studies that do not fall into the
category of “Example application” as defined in Section 2). Note that
we have not applied statistical analyses because we are dealing
with the entire population of software testing papers accepted at
each event. Statistical tests make sense when the researcher wants
to verify whether results on a given sample may  generalize to the
whole population. In that sense, the analyses made here are factual
and not statistical.

A complementary goal of this survey is to characterize the soft-
ware testing community that publishes papers both in SBES and
ICSE. We  do this by analyzing authors, schools, and topics involved
in the selected publications.

The scope of our survey is depicted in Fig. 1. The questions
we address are targeted at the software testing papers published
both in SBES and ICSE within the period of 1987–2011, the his-
tory of SBES. Comparisons are made between the Brazilian and
international scenarios, restricted to the communities of the target
conferences.

3.2. Paper selection

The selection of the papers analyzed in this study was based
on the proceedings of the 25 SBES and ICSE editions, from 1987 to
2011. For SBES, the papers published from 1987 to 1998, in 2000
and in 2003 are available only in printed format. Papers published
from 1999 to 2008 (apart from 2000 and 2003) are also available
online.3 As of 2009, the SBES proceedings are also available at the
IEEE Digital Library. 4,5,6 On the other hand, all papers published in
ICSE from 1988 to 2011 are available at the ACM and IEEE Digital
Libraries.7,8 The 1987 proceedings are available at the ACM Digital
Library.9
accessed 19.10.12.
6 http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/mostRecentIssue.jsp?punumber=6063704 –

accessed 19.10.12.
7 http://dl.acm.org/event.cfm?id=RE228 – accessed 19.10.12.
8 http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/conhome.jsp?punumber=1000691 – accessed

19.10.12.
9 http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=800054 – accessed 19.10.12.

http://www.lbd.dcc.ufmg.br:8080/bdbcomp/servlet/PesquisaEvento?evento=sbes
http://www.lbd.dcc.ufmg.br:8080/bdbcomp/servlet/PesquisaEvento?evento=sbes
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/mostRecentIssue.jsp?punumber=5336057
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/mostRecentIssue.jsp?punumber=5628346
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/mostRecentIssue.jsp?punumber=6063704
http://dl.acm.org/event.cfm?id=RE228
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/conhome.jsp?punumber=1000691
http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=800054
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The tables include only authors with at least three software test-
ing papers presented at the conferences’ editions. To realize how
the same authors evaluated their studies, the same tables include

10 We selected 55 papers in our original study (Lemos et al., 2011). For this paper,
a  revision and an update of the dataset resulted in the inclusion of five papers: two
of  them were published in 1998, one in 1999 and two in 2011.

11 All citation numbers included in this paper were gathered in 16.10.12 at
http://scholar.google.com.
54 O.A.L. Lemos et al. / The Journal of S

teratively. In the first iteration we used an inclusion criterion
hich defines that relevant papers must be related to software

esting. Firstly, we performed a preliminary analysis of the papers
ublished in sessions related to Verification, Validation and Testing
VV&T) of the main tracks of each SBES and ICSE proceedings. In the
ext step, we searched for papers related to software testing in the
emaining parts of the proceedings, since some testing papers were
llocated to other sessions (e.g. a paper on testing aspect-oriented
rograms can be allocated to the AOP session). Note that we have
onsidered neither SBES nor ICSE satellite events such as Tool Ses-
ions and collocated workshops, given that our main goal was  to
valuate the conferences’ main tracks as a vehicle to disseminate
esting-related research that performs some kind of evaluation.

The second iteration was carried out by the same authors, here-
fter called the reviewers. The identified papers were distributed
mongst reviewers so that they could read the title, abstract and
ntroduction aiming at identifying the papers that contained an
valuation component. In the third iteration the reviewers per-
ormed further analysis of the papers identified in the previous
teration to exclude “false positives” (e.g. papers that addressed
ug fixing – i.e. maintenance – or other organizational matters).
t this point, for each paper we collected relevant information into

ables. Extracted details included authors’ names, affiliations, test-
ng approach addressed by the paper and, when applicable, the type
nd attributes of the reported evaluation. The next section presents
ome details about the classification schema we applied for the
elected papers.

.3. Paper classification

Since there are many elements involved in software testing,
here are also several types of testing-related publications. Some
f them focus on the proposal of a testing criterion, others focus
n automating some aspect of the testing activity. There are also
apers that evaluate testing criteria or varied testing strategies.
herefore, in a survey like the one reported herein, the large range
f topics covered by software testing papers requires the adop-
ion of some classification system that enables us to categorize the
ublications.

We classified the testing-related papers published in SBES and
CSE according to two dimensions: Technique and Type. The first
ddresses the main testing-related technique investigated in a
aper. Examples are white-box testing and automated test case
eneration. The Type dimension characterizes a paper according to
ts nature. While a paper may  propose a software testing approach
uch as a novel family of criteria, another may  be concerned with
valuating such family of criteria with respect to its efficacy and
ffectiveness.

The categories related to Technique are the following:

: Automated test case generation
:  Black-box (functional) testing
: Debugging
: Fault-based testing
:  Fault Injection and fault tolerance

:  Model-based testing
: Regression testing
: Testing Strategy
:  White-box (structural) testing

The categories related to Type are the following:

: Approach proposal
: Evaluation, when the paper evaluates some aspect of software

testing
: Tool, when the paper describes some testing tool or testing
infrastructure implementation

As we will see in the next section, in some cases a paper can
e classified into two categories of Technique.  For example, a paper
s and Software 86 (2013) 951– 969

that describes an approach for deriving functional test cases based
on the system’s models is classified as B and M.  Nevertheless, as
far as possible we tried to assign a single category to each paper,
according to the best related technique.

With respect to Type, we classified the papers according to their
main contribution. For instance, in some cases a paper may  propose
a testing approach and at the same time evaluate it by means of
an experiment. However, since the main contribution of the paper
is the approach itself, we would classify such publication as an
approach proposal paper, and not an evaluation paper.

4. Results and analysis

In this section we present the data gathered in our survey. We
analyzed all available SBES proceedings from 1987 to 2011, and
all ICSE proceedings of the same period. We  then performed the
selection process mentioned in the previous section. Firstly, we
selected papers related to software testing; and secondly, we  iden-
tified the ones that contain an evaluation component. Among the
papers with an evaluation component, we  then identified the ones
that presented more rigorous evaluation studies.

4.1. Selected papers

From the available SBES proceedings, we selected 60 papers10

that report on studies related to software testing. From the ICSE
proceedings of the same period, we  selected 111 software testing
papers. Tables 11–16,  located in Appendix A, present all papers
and information about each. For each paper we present the year
of publication, the title, the authors and their affiliation, the related
testing technique and type, the evaluation type according to Zan-
nier’s classification (Zannier et al., 2006) (or n/a in the absence of an
evaluation component), whether or not the paper includes an eval-
uation component according to the classification schema detailed
in Section 3.1, the type of subjects evaluated in the paper (if any),
and the number of citations to the paper gathered from Google
Scholar.11 Such information is used to characterize the software
testing community that publishes in the conferences (Sections 4.2
and 4.3), and to analyze the evolution of software testing evalua-
tion studies published in SBES and ICSE along the years (Sections
4.4 and 4.5). We  also provide a broader view with respect of the
relevance of software testing papers in each venue (Section 4.6).

4.2. Characterizing the community: authors

In this section we present the results of our survey with respect
to the characterization of the community that has published soft-
ware testing papers in SBES and ICSE in the period of 1987–2011.
With respect to scholars, there are 89 authors that appear in the
SBES software testing publications, and 278 in ICSE. Table 1 presents
the top 15 ranked authors in SBES, and Table 2 present the top 16
ranked authors for ICSE.12
12 Sometimes we list the top 15 authors/institutions, other times the top 16. This
was  done because there were ties in the top 15 list, which forced us to include an
additional author or institution. For instance, in the case of ICSE authors, we list
the top 16 to include all authors that have published three or more papers in the
conference.

http://scholar.google.com
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Table 1
Top 15 authors publishing software testing research in SBES (1987–2011).

Author # Papers # Evals h-Index

J. C. Maldonado 33 15 24
M.  Jino 13 5 11
P.  C. Masiero 11 4 17
M.  E. Delamaro 7 2 17
S.  R. Vergilio 6 1 11
S.  C. P. F. Fabbri 5 2 7
O.  A. L. Lemos 5 2 8
A.  S. Simão 5 2 6
A. M.  R. Vincenzi 5 3 11
A.  M.  A. Price 5 0 3
S.  R. S. Sousa 4 2 7
A.  M.  Crespo 3 3 4
A.  Pasquini 3 3 9
E.  Martins 3 2 12
M. L. Chaim 3 0 6

Table 2
Top 16 authors publishing software testing research in ICSE (1987–2011).

Author # Papers # Evals h-Index

G. Rothermel 11 10 51
M.  J. Harrold 6 4 57
A.  Bertolino 5 1 25
M. M.  Burnett 4 4 21
S.  Elbaum 4 4 29
Y.  Labiche 4 4 29
A.  Orso 4 4 31
A.  Porter 4 4 36
L.  C. Briand 3 3 49
W.  K. Chan 3 3 5
J. A. Clause 3 3 10
J.  M.  Kim 3 3 6
D.  Leon 3 2 11
A.  Podgurski 3 2 26
D.  S. Rosenblum 3 2 34
M.  L. Soffa 3 2 41
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Table 3
Top 16 institutions publishing software testing research in SBES (1987–2011).

Institution # Papers # Evals

University of São Paulo (ICMC) (São Carlos – Brazi l) 38 17
State University of Campinas (FEEC) (Campinas –

Brazil)
13 4

Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (Porto Alegre –
Brazil)

8 1

Federal University of São Carlos (São Carlos – Brazil) 5 2
Federal University of Paraná (Curitiba – Brazil) 4 1
Federal University of Campina Grande (Campina

Grande – Brazil)
3 2

State University of Campinas (IC) (Campinas – Brazil) 3 2
State University of Maringá (Maringá – Brazil) 3 2
Federal University of Pernambuco (Recife – Brazil) 2 2
National Institute for Space Research (São José dos

Campos – Brazil)
2 2

Purdue University (West Lafayette – USA) 2 2
Centro Universitário Eurípedes de Marília (Marília –

Brazil)
2 1

Federal University of Technology – Paraná (Campo
Mourão – Brazil)

2 1

Pontifical Catholic University of Rio Grande do Sul
(Porto Alegre – Brazil)

2 1

State University of Ponta Grossa (Ponta Grossa – Brazil) 2 1
University of São Paulo (IFSC) (São Carlos – Brazi l) 2 0

Table 4
Top 15 institutions publishing software testing research in ICSE (1987–2011).

Institution # Papers # Evals

Oregon State University (Corvallis – USA) 10 10
Georgia Institute of Technology (Atlanta – USA) 6 6
University of Nebraska (Lincoln – USA) 6 6
University of Maryland (College Park – USA) 5 5
CNR  (Pisa – Italy) 5 1
University of California (Berkeley – USA) 4 4
Ohio State University (Columbus – USA) 4 3
Case  Western Reserve University (Cleveland – USA) 4 2
Carleton University (Ottawa – Canada) 3 3
City  University of Hong Kong (Hong Kong – China) 3 3
Microsoft Research (Redmond – USA) 3 3
North Carolina State University (Raleigh – USA) 3 3
Purdue University (West Lafayette – USA) 3 2

note that there are many more papers proposing approaches, and
less focused on evaluations and tools. This also indicates a publi-
he number of papers that present an evaluation component (“#
vals” column). As a publication impact analysis of the researchers,
e have also added their h-index calculated according to Google

cholar.
Note that the h-index generated by Google Scholar is not com-

letely precise (Jacso, 2009). One of the issues while generating
he indexes is the occurrence of homonyms among researchers. To
eal with this problem we have manually inspected the papers to
heck whether they were in fact published by the author. Papers
hat were published by homonyms were excluded in the analy-
is. Although the figures were cross-checked among the authors, a
anual process can always incur in inconsistency. In general, we

an see that the h-indexes vary much, and although ICSE top scho-
ars obviously have higher figures, there are some Brazilian scholars

ith publication impact comparable to international researchers.

.3. Characterizing the community: institutions

There are 30 institutions involved in the SBES papers included
n our survey, and 109 in the ICSE papers. Table 3 presents the top
6 ranked institutions publishing in SBES, and Table 4 present the
ame data for ICSE. Similar to the data for the authors, the tables also
how the number of papers that present an evaluation component.
ote that for SBES, we show institutions that appear at least in two

oftware testing papers. For ICSE, institutions with three or more

apers are listed.
University of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh – USA) 3 2
Clemson University (Clemson – USA) 3 1

4.4. Characterizing the research topics

With respect to the covered topics and types of software testing
papers published in SBES and ICSE, Figs. 2 and 3 present charts
with the data for each axis of our classification system. Note that
the top 4 covered topics in SBES were White-box testing,  Fault-based
testing, Test case generation and Model-based testing.  In ICSE, White-
box testing,  Test case generation,  Testing strategy and Model-based
testing were the top 4 most investigate topics.

By analyzing Figs. 2 and 3, we can observe an overlapping of
research interests; considering the full period (i.e. 1987–2011),
3 out of 4 topics are amongst the most investigated in both
conferences. They are White-box testing,  Test case generation and
Model-based testing.  Furthermore, with respect with the nature of
the paper (i.e. Approach proposal, Evaluation or Tool), papers that
describe approaches represent the great majority in our dataset. In
total, approach proposal is the main topic of 58% (35 out of 60) of
SBES papers and 65% (72 out of 111) of ICSE papers.

Our dataset shows the widely investigated topics within the
software testing community that publishes in SBES and ICSE, and
indicates topics that have been less covered. With respect to type,
cation gap of experimentation papers, which are very important
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Table 5
Evolution of the evaluation studies in SBES (1987–2011).

Triennium Eval. rate

1987–1989 0.00
1990–1992 0.00
1993–1995 0.28
1996–1998 0.30
1999–2001 0.58
2002–2004 0.56
2005–2007 0.64
2008–2011 0.82

Table 6
Evolution of the evaluation studies in ICSE (1987–2011).

Triennium Eval. rate

1987–1989 0.67
1990–1992 0.67
1993–1995 0.52
1996–1998 0.48
1999–2001 0.67
2002–2004 0.77
2005–2007 1.00
(a) Papers by Technique 

Fig. 2. Charts of the covered topics and type

n this field. Section 5 brings additional discussion regarding this
ssue.

.5. Characterizing the evaluation studies

With respect to the evaluation studies present in the SBES
urveyed papers, 35 out of 60 papers performed some kind of evalu-
tion according to Zannier et al.’s classification (Zannier et al., 2006)
see “Type of Eval. According to Zannier et al.”  column of Tables 11–16
n Appendix A). From this subset of 35 papers, 29 of them were
ategorized either as Experiments, Quasi experiments, Case studies
r Exploratory case studies.  Note that these 29 papers are marked
ith an “Y” in the “Eval” column of Tables 11–16. This means

hat approximately 50% of the whole set of SBES analyzed papers
ontained an evaluation component (i.e. not only an application
xample).

With respect to ICSE, we were able to classify 98 out of 111
apers according to Zannier et al.’s classification (Zannier et al.,
006). From them, 83 include evaluations characterized either as
xperiment, Quasi experiment,  Case study or Exploratory case study.
herefore, approximately 75% of the software testing papers pub-
ished at ICSE from 1987 to 2011 present an evaluation component.

To show how the numbers of papers with evaluation stud-
es have evolved over the addressed period in SBES and ICSE, we
nalyze the paper data aggregated per triennium. We  did this

ecause we noticed that an annual analysis would present too
uch variability. Table 5 shows the number of SBES papers that

resented evaluation studies over the total number of published
apers for each triennium. Table 6 shows the same type of data

(a) Papers by Technique 

Fig. 3. Charts of the covered topics and types of so
2008–2011 1.00

for ICSE. We  covered all triennia from 1987 to 2011. As shown in
Tables 11 and 12 (Appendix A), SBES editions 1991 and 1996 did

not include any software testing paper. Note that we  added the year
2011 to the last triennium for both conferences to avoid the need
for a new group formed by a single year.

(b) Papers by Type

ftware testing papers in ICSE (1987–2011).
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ig. 4. Chart of the growth rate of papers with evaluation components per triennium
n  SBES (1987–2011).

The numbers presented in Tables 5 and 6 are graphically repre-
ented in Figs. 4 and 5. We  draw lines between the data points only
o provide an idea of the growth rate between periods. Note that the
umber of papers that present evaluation studies in both confer-
nces have significantly increased over the triennia. In SBES, there
s a noticeable upward trend, except for the 2002–2004 triennium,

hich is an interesting outlier. In ICSE, similar upward trend can
lso be noticed, having as outliers the period from 1993 to 1998.
ection 5 provides an in-depth analysis of these numbers.

Fig. 6 and 7 present charts for SBES and ICSE with the distribu-
ion of evaluation studies among the categories we  analyzed. Note

hat the mass majority of the SBES papers applied Exploratory case
tudies (24 papers, i.e. approximately 83%), while only 2 papers pre-
ented Case studies and other 2 Quasi experiments, and only 1 paper

ig. 5. Chart of the growth rate of papers with evaluation components per triennium
n  ICSE (1987–2011).

Fig. 6. Distribution of papers per evaluation type in SBES.
Fig. 7. Distribution of papers per evaluation type in ICSE.

presented a Controlled experiment.  This shows that while SBES has
promoted the increase in application of evaluation studies along
the years, the rigor of these studies have not been strong. Similarly
to the SBES-related data, most evaluations presented in ICSE papers
are characterized as Exploratory Case Studies.  In total, they represent
nearly 58% (48 out of 83 papers). Quasi experiments and Case studies
each represents approximately 20% of the evaluations, while only
a single Controlled experiment related to software testing has been
reported in the last 25 years. Section 5 discusses related issues in
more detail.

4.5.1. Types of subjects
In both conferences, papers that report some kind of evalua-

tion have mostly used programs as subjects for this purpose. These
numbers are presented in Table 7. Programs represent 86% of the
subject type in SBES and 92% in ICSE. Tables 11–16 in Appendix
A show the types of subjects used in the studies (see the “Type of
subjects” column).

To realize how each type of evaluation has been performed along
the analyzed period, we  distributed the SBES and ICSE papers that
include an evaluation component over the triennia. Fig. 8 depicts
such distribution. The most noticeable point in the graph regards
the steep rise in the number of Case Studies reported in ICSE, which
suggests that researchers are becoming more concerned about
proving their theories in the industrial context. Besides this, we
can observe that the number of Exploratory Case Studies reported in
both conferences has increased significantly. Finally, there is also
a growth in the number of quasi-experiments reported in ICSE in
the last three triennia, even though there was a decrease in the
last triennium. In general, these results corroborate our previous
observations regarding the evaluation rate evolution.

4.6. Characterizing the relevance of software testing research
As a last analysis of the results, Table 8 summarizes the total
number of papers published in ICSE and SBES by triennium, and the
rate of software testing papers in the respective periods for each

Table 7
Types of subjects used in the evaluations in SBES and ICSE (1987–2011).

Subject type # Papers

ICSE SBES

Programs 77 25
Spreadsheets 3 0
People 2 1
Algorithms 1 0
Databases 1 0
Models 1 3
Testing criteria 1 0
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since there are six analyzed data points – excluding the first two,
which are zero – and, therefore, five intervals. Assigning 1.93 to
OR, we  reach the average growth of 23.98% in the rate of evaluated

13 We have used rate instead of absolute numbers because the number of test-
ig. 9. Rate of software testing papers published in ICSE and SBES by triennium.

enue. As we can observe, although ICSE has generally accepted
lmost twice as many papers as SBES in the analyzed period, the
ate of software testing papers is similar. In total, ICSE proceedings
nclude 10% of software testing papers (111 out of 1092 papers),

hile SBES proceedings include 11% (60 out of 522 papers). Fig. 9
epicts the evolution of the rate for each venue.

We highlight that this similarity between the rates of soft-
are testing papers in both conferences supports the unbiased

nalysis of the results presented in the previous sections. It rep-
esents evidence on the level of importance given by both venues
o the testing field. Noticeable differences in the percentages
ight otherwise lead one to question if the software testing
esearch was more relevant to one particular event than to the
ther.
onferences per triennium (1987–2011).

5. Discussion

5.1. The evolution of evaluations in software testing papers

An interesting analysis to be conducted is the observation of the
evolution in the rate of software testing papers that present eval-
uation components published along the SBES lifetime, and also in
ICSE.13 For SBES, looking at Table 5 and Fig. 4, we  can see that no
evaluations were presented in the first and second periods, but in
the third period, 28% of the papers had an evaluation component.
In the last period, 82% of the papers presented evaluation com-
ponents. To obtain the observed growth rate of the total period,
we can use the following equation: OR = (LT − FT/FT), where OR
is the Observed Rate, FT is the First Triennium to present evalu-
ations (1993–1995), and LT is the Last Triennium plus the 2011
proceedings (2008–2011). This analysis shows that there was a
193% increase in the rate of evaluated papers along all the period,
a very significant evolution in terms of evaluation.

The average growth rate (AGR) in a given period i to j, that is,
the rate by which a variable changes if varying by a constant rate, is
given by the following equation: AGRi,j = j−i

√
Xj/Xi − 1. For SBES,

the AGR observed between triennia (i3) can be computed by the
following equation (derived from the previous): i3 = (1 + OR)1/5 − 1,
ing  papers accepted at each edition of the events varies. The rate allows us to see
the proportion of software testing papers with evaluation over the total number of
accepted papers on the subject.
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Table 8
Rate of software testing papers published in ICSE and SBES by triennium.

Triennium ICSE SBES

# Papers # Testing papers Rate (%) # Papers # Testing papers Rate (%)

1987–1989 114 3 3 45 5 11
1990–1992 87 7 8 57 3 5
1993–1995 105 15 14 79 8 10
1996–1998 143 9 6 70 7 10
1999–2001 146 15 10 67 10 15
2002–2004 148 18 12 58 7 12
2005–2007 129 18 14 65 9 14
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the analysis of this narrowed period – i.e. the last four triennia –
corroborates the observed trend in regard to the increasing number
of testing papers that report some kind of evaluation. On the other
2008–2011 220 26 

Total 1092 111

apers within subsequent triennia. These numbers suggest that, if
o particular changes occur in the field, in the next triennium every

 or close to every – software testing paper published in SBES will
ontain an evaluation component.

With respect to ICSE, we can see from Table 6 and Fig. 5 that since
987 there were software testing papers with evaluation compo-
ents being published in the conference. The observed growth rate

or ICSE in the whole period was 49.25%, much less dramatic then
n SBES. The average growth observed between triennia is calcu-
ated by the equation i3 = (1 + OR)1/7 − 1, because we have eight data
oints at this time. Assigning 0.4925 to OR, we reach the average
rowth of 5.88%. However, an interesting point to observe is that
ince 2005 all software testing papers published in the conference
ontain an evaluation component. This shows that the international
onference is more mature than SBES in this sense, and that the
ational conference seems to be following in the same direction.

As observed in Section 4, there was an interesting outlier occur-
ing in the 2002–2004 triennium in SBES. We  believe this outlier
an be explained by an increase in the awareness of the need for
ore serious evaluations in those years, which must have impacted

n the number of evaluation studies. In fact, in 2005 an international
urvey of controlled experiments in software engineering (Sjoberg
t al., 2005) showed that 2000 was the year with the highest num-
er of papers describing experiments, both in absolute and relative
umbers. Another interesting fact occurring in the same period is
he creation of the International Symposium on Empirical Software
ngineering (ISESE), later renamed to Empirical Software Engineer-
ng and Measurement (ESEM). According to the official website,
he first symposium took place in 2002, maybe motivated by the
rowing awareness of the need for serious evaluation in Software
ngineering.14

Moreover, if we look at the ICSE data, we can see that from the
987–1989 to the 1996–1998 triennia there was  a decrease in the
ate of papers with evaluation components. Then, starting exactly in
he triennium that includes the year 2000 (1999–2001), we  can see

 subsequent increase in this rate, culminating in the 2005–2007
riennium, when all software testing papers started containing
valuations. The similarity perceived here with respect to software
esting research shows a connection between the SBES commu-
ity with the international Software Engineering community. It
lso indicates that both national and international communities are
onsidering evaluation studies as a requirement for paper accep-
ance.

.2. The evaluations according to the technique and type
imensions
With respect to the distribution of papers according to the dis-
ussed testing technique in SBES, Fig. 2(a) reveals that there is a gap

14 http://www.esem-conferences.org/history.php – accessed 19.10.12.
81 11 14

522 60 11

between the number of publications related to the most frequent
topic and the number of evaluations: only 8 out of 22 White-box test-
ing papers, i.e. 36%, reported some kind of evaluation. Other topics
presented a better correlation between the number of publications
and evaluations: Strategy (100%), Regression testing (100%), and Test
case generation (71%), for example. In ICSE, these figures are differ-
ent: 68% of White-box testing papers – also the most prominent
topic here – reported evaluations. The smallest correlation is for
Model-based testing,  where 46% of papers included some kind of
evaluation.

Let us narrow the analyzed period to the last four triennia –
i.e. 1999–2011 –, which represents the period when the evaluation
rates are higher than 50% in both conferences (see Figs. 4 and 5).
In this period, we  can observe minor changes in the most investi-
gated topics (and how they have been evaluated) in SBES. White-box
testing, Fault-based testing and Test case generation are still the
top-3 addressed topics, in the same order of the full period (i.e.
1987–2011). However, the rate of papers that report some kind of
evaluation between 1999 and 2011 for these topics are 62%, 67%
and 100%, respectively, while these numbers are 37%, 63% and 71%
if we consider the full period.

In ICSE, the scenario is slightly different. The top-3 investigated
topics from 1999 to 2011 are Test case generation,  White-box testing
and Model-based testing,  in this order. Considering the full period,
the top-3 topics are the same, however the order differs: White-box
testing,  Test case generation,  and Strategy/Model-based testing.  From
1999 to 2011 in ICSE, the rate of papers that include an evaluation
component are 91% for Test case generation,  94% for White-box test-
ing, and 58% for Model-based testing.  Comparing to the full period,
we have 88% for Test case generation,  68% for White-box testing,  and
47% for Model-based testing.

All these figures are summarized in Figs. 10 and 11.  Generally,
Fig. 10. Distribution of papers per topic in SBES in the last four triennia (1999–2011).

http://www.esem-conferences.org/history.php
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Table 9
Impact in number of citations of the controlled and quasi experiments published in
ICSE.

Paper title Citations

Effect of test set minimization on fault detection effectiveness 257
An empirical study of regression test selection techniques 270
An  empirical study of regression test application frequency 54
A  history-based test prioritization technique for regression

testing in resource constrained environments
151

The  impact of test suite granularity on the cost-effectiveness of
regression testing

52

Automated test case generation for spreadsheets 54
Improving web  application testing with user session data 167
Improving test suites via operational abstraction 146
A  framework of greedy methods for constructing interaction test

suites
70

Demand-driven structural testing with dynamic instrumentation 48
Is  mutation an appropriate tool for testing experiments? 323
An  empirical study of fault localization for end-user

programmers
32

An  empirical evaluation of test case filtering techniques based on
exercising complex information flows

37

Feedback-directed random test generation 242
Testing pervasive software in the presence of context

inconsistency resolution services
28

The effect of program and model structure on MC/DC test
adequacy coverage

25

Maintaining and evolving GUI-directed test scripts 34
WYSIWYT testing in the spreadsheet paradigm: an empirical

evaluation
81
ig. 11. Distribution of papers per topic in ICSE in the last four triennia (1999–2011).

and, the most investigated topics by the research community who
ublishes in SBES and ICSE have not shown significant changes.

Regarding the Type-related classification, Fig. 2(b) showed that
ovel approaches published in SBES are hardly ever evaluated in the
ame paper: only 11 out of 35 papers, i.e. 31%, reported some kind of
valuation. This is an evidence that several approaches have been
roposed in SBES but there are not a great concern with their evalu-
tion. Papers describing some testing tool or related infrastructure
mplementation have also resulted in a low correlation between
ublications and evaluations: 33%. In ICSE, Fig. 3(b) shows that 53
ut of 73 papers presenting novel approaches, i.e. 74%, also included
valuations. However, papers describing tools also had low evalua-
ion correlation: 37%. Obviously, all papers aiming at evaluating
ome aspect of software testing in both conferences present an
valuation study. Nevertheless, we decided to keep the column
valuation in Figs. 2(b) and 3(b) for the sake of completeness.

Again narrowing the analyzed period to the last four triennia
 i.e. 1999–2011–, we can observe that, more recently, researchers
ho have addressed novel testing approaches in SBES have become
ore concerned with evaluation issues. This can be observed in

he chart shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 12 (bars labeled with
pproach). Around 59% of these papers reported some kind of eval-
ation between 1999 and 2011, which represents an increase of
lmost 100% if we consider the full period (i.e. 1987–2011).

With respect to ICSE, there is also an increase in this context.
rom 1999 to 2011, 90% of the novel approaches were somehow
valuated in the same paper they were proposed, against 74% if
e consider the full period. This can be observed in the right-hand

hart of Fig. 12.
The charts of Fig. 12 also reveal that all evaluations included in

apers that focus on tools and infrastructure were published in the
ast four triennia (see Figs. 2(b) and 3(b) to crosscheck this infor-

ation). Note that this holds for both venues, thus indicating that
here is a greater concern in evaluating what is very often used to
upport the evaluations, that is, the tools themselves.

.3. The rigor of the evaluations

With respect to the level of evaluation in the software testing
tudies published in SBES and ICSE, we believe that more rigorous
valuations could have been applied in some cases. For instance,
he only two software testing Controlled experiments reported in
BES (Campanha et al., 2010) and ICSE (Rothermel et al., 2000)
ere in the fault-based and white-box testing domains, two  pop-
lar software testing subjects. This is an evidence that such type of
valuation could also have been applied to other testing approaches
n the same domains published in SBES and ICSE.

On the other hand, we must consider that it is hard to report

 rigorous study in the same conference paper that presents an
pproach, because of the limited space available in conference pub-
ications. For instance, the approach evaluated in the ICSE study

entioned above was published in 1998 (Rothermel et al., 2000),
Average 115
Standard deviation 98

two years prior to the experiment publication; and the SBES 2010
controlled experiment reported a study on well-established muta-
tion testing approaches. Therefore it is important to note that the
two most rigorous evaluations found in our survey focus on the
experiment itself, not on the proposal of a testing approach.

Another related factor that might explain the low frequency of
rigorous studies found in our survey is that authors might leave
extended evaluations of their approaches for archival publications
(e.g. journal papers), where there are less space constraints. For
example, Rountev et al. (2003) published a paper in ICSE 2003 con-
taining an exploratory case study, according to our classification.
The same study was  later extended to a quasi experiment, and
reported in an IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering jour-
nal paper (Rountev et al., 2004). However, this should not justify
the small number of Controlled and Quasi experiments found in our
survey: the existence of two  Controlled experiments and 19 Quasi
experiments published in the two  venues shows that these types of
studies are feasible for different testing techniques.

5.4. The impact of software testing papers

With respect to the impact of the software testing papers that
contain evaluations published in ICSE, Table 9 shows the num-
ber of citations to each paper that reports Quasi experiments and
the Controlled experiment (last paper shown in the table) found
in our survey. We  have gathered such information from Google
Scholar and selected these papers because they report more rigor-
ous studies. We  included only ICSE in this analysis because in SBES
proceedings only three papers describe these kinds of studies.

By looking into this data, the high standard deviation indicates
that the variability is very high; that is, there seems to be no corre-
lation between the rigor of evaluations and the number of citations.

Therefore, we cannot make any fair comparisons of the impact of
these papers with other papers published in ICSE or other venues.
However, only to provide a basis for citation magnitude, we have
looked into the number of citations of the last six ICSE papers that
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Fig. 12. Distribution of papers per type in SBES (a) an

Table  10
Impact in number of citations of the last six papers elected as ICSE most influential
papers.

Paper title Citations Award year

Analysis and testing of Web  applications 394 2011
Bandera: extracting finite-state models from

Java source code
1143 2010

A case study of open source software
development: the Apache server

435 2010

N  degrees of separation: multi-dimensional
separation of concerns

1489 2009

Architecture-based runtime software evolution 623 2008
Designing distributed applications with mobile

code paradigms
385 2007
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Average 745
Standard deviation 464

ave received the most influential paper award15 (see Table 10).
gain the standard deviation is high, also indicating that influence

s not measured only by citations. In any case, the average number
f citations for this group of papers is 745, much higher than the
verage citations to the papers in Table 9.

Although we believe it is unfair to compare such groups of
apers, we can make a remark with respect to these numbers: one
f the papers shown in Table 9 – the 11th paper in list – discusses
he use of mutation as a tool for testing experiments, that is, an
mportant topic from a software testing evaluation perspective.
he number of citations to this paper – 323 in total – is close to
he number of citations to the most influential paper of 1997 (last
ne in Table 10). This fact indicates that such topic is considered
mportant for researchers in the field.

. Related work

To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first to analyze the
volution of evaluation studies of software testing research, both in

 Brazilian context and in an international context. Other authors
ave reported surveys focusing on other aspects of software testing
esearch, empirical software engineering, or software engineering
esearch in Brazil and SBES.

Sjoberg et al. (2005),  for instance, reports a survey on how con-

rolled experiments in software engineering have been conducted
nd the extent to which relevant information was  reported until
005. Differently from our survey, however, the study focuses only

15 http://www.icse-conferences.org/mostinfluential.html – accessed 19.10.12.
d ICSE (b) in the last four triennia (1999–2011).

on controlled experiments and the venues analyzed include top
conferences and journals of the field. Moreover, the authors target
the topic of software engineering in general, not software test-
ing. An interesting correlation between our work and theirs was
discussed in Section 5.

Zannier et al. (2006) conducted a study to analyze the success-
fulness of empirical studies published by ICSE. A difference from
our analysis is that Zannier et al. covered all software engineering
topics and not only software testing. Moreover, the reported study
is empirical, that is, includes a sample of papers and try to draw
conclusions for the whole population. Since our study focuses on
software testing – a narrower scope – we  were able to analyze all
papers, and not only a sample. Therefore our conclusions do not
rely on statistical tests, they are based on the entire population of
published papers.

Juristo et al. (2006, 2009) reported surveys about the body of
empirical findings related to software testing. They have compiled
publications that evaluate software testing techniques from dif-
ferent aspects, and aggregated the empirical results. Our study is
different from theirs in the sense that we analyze the evolution of
evaluation studies of software testing research along the years, and
not the derived results themselves.

Durelli et al. (2011) performed a systematic mapping study with
the aim of characterizing software testing-related research pub-
lished in SBES. Differently from our goals, Durelli et al.’s main
objective was  to analyze the most investigated topics within
the software testing research field. Researchers’ productivity lev-
els in terms of number of papers and citations, and authorship
networks are also analyzed. Furthermore, the authors point out
current demands and research directions concerning software test-
ing. Note that Durelli et al. surveyed both the main track of SBES
(i.e. research papers) and Tools Section proceedings. Consequently,
their dataset partially overlaps ours. The classification schema they
used includes four categories: Solution proposal, Evaluation research,
Validation research and Opinion. The first can be mapped to the
Approach category within the Type dimension we  used in this paper,
whereas the next two can be both mapped to Evaluation.  There is
no representative for Opinion in our classification schema (more
details in Section 3).

Delamaro et al. (2011) presented a historical perspective of the
contributions of the Brazilian research community on software
testing with respect to two  techniques: structural-based testing
and fault-based testing (more specifically, mutation testing). In

particular, they describe the contributions – and the associated
impact – of two Brazilian research groups located in two  insti-
tutions: the University of São Paulo (ICMC) (São Carlos - Brazil)
and the State University of Campinas (FEEC) (Campinas – Brazil).

http://www.icse-conferences.org/mostinfluential.html
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ote that these two universities are the top-2 institutions that
ave most published testing-related papers in SBES, according to
he results we presented in Section 4 (Table 3). Note also that
urelli et al.’s dataset is not limited only to SBES papers. Instead,

he authors analyze the contributions of these two institutions
ocally (i.e. in Brazil) and in the international context. While Durelli
t al.’s main objective was the analysis of two specific research
roups, we aimed at providing a broader perspective focusing
n how software testing researchers have been evaluating their
ork.

. Conclusion

This paper presented a survey with a historical perspective on
he application of evaluation studies in software testing papers
ublished in SBES and ICSE, the premier Brazilian and international
onferences on Software Engineering. We  have analyzed publica-
ions in the 25-year history of SBES, and publications by ICSE in the
ame period. Our data shows that the national community has sig-
ificantly improved in this subject, with a noticeable increase in the
ate of evaluated testing-related publications. However, compar-
ng to the international context, we still have to grow: since 2006
ll papers published by ICSE contain an evaluation component. In
BES, in the last four years (i.e. 2008–2011), 82% of the software
esting papers presented evaluations. With respect to the rigor of

he performed evaluations, there is still room to improve in both
cenarios: both SBES and ICSE presented each only a single soft-
are testing-related paper that reports on a controlled experiment

esults.
s and Software 86 (2013) 951– 969

Our survey also provides other interesting insights. For instance,
in SBES we  found out that publications about Test case generation
approaches were one of the most frequent to present an evaluation
component (71%), and only 36% of papers on White-box testing –
the dominant testing topic in SBES – have evaluated their proposals.
This is consistent with the difference in difficulty in applying exper-
iments for research work on those topics commented in Section
2.

Another interesting result that showed up in our data was  an
outlier with respect to papers containing evaluations: the SBES
proceedings of the 2002–2004 triennium presented an uncommon
increase in the rate of evaluated papers compared to the antecedent
triennium. This result is consistent with three international events:
(1) a 2005 international survey of software engineering controlled
experiments, which showed that 2000 was the year with the
highest number of reported experiments in the analyzed period
(1993–2002) (Sjoberg et al., 2005); (2) a sudden increase in the rate
of evaluated papers in ICSE starting in the triennium that includes
the year 2000; and (3) the creation of the International Symposium
on Empirical Software Engineering (ISESE; later renamed to Empir-
ical Software Engineering and Measurement – ESEM) in the year
2002, around the same referred period. This indicates the increase
in awareness for the need of serious evaluations, and also a close
connection between the national and international software testing
communities.
Appendix A. Tables with selected papers

See Tables 11–16.
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Table 11
Testing-related papers published in the SBES proceedings (1/2).

Legend for Tech: A: Test case generation. B: Functional (black-box) testing. D: Debugging. F: Fault-based testing. S: Testing strategy. I: Fault injection/tolerance. M: Model-
based  testing. R: Regression testing. W:  Structural (white-box) testing. Legend for Type: A: Approach proposal. E: Evaluation. T: Tool and infrastructure.
aPaper titles marked with a (t) were translated from Portuguese to English.
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Table  12
Testing-related papers published in the SBES proceedings (2/2).

Legend for Tech: A: Test case generation. B: Functional (black-box) testing. D: Debugging. F: Fault-based testing. S: Testing strategy. I: Fault injection/tolerance. M:  Model-
based testing. R: Regression testing. W:  Structural (white-box) testing. Legend for Type: A: Approach proposal. E: Evaluation. T: Tool and infrastructure.
aPaper titles marked with a (t) were translated from Portuguese to English.
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Table 13
Testing-related papers published in the ICSE proceedings from 1987 to 2011 (1/4).

Legend for Tech: A: Test case generation. B: Functional (black-box) testing. D: Debugging. F: Fault-based testing. S: Testing strategy. I: Fault injection/tolerance. M: Model-based
testing.  R: Regression testing. W:  Structural (white-box) testing. Legend for Type: A: Approach proposal. E: Evaluation. T: Tool and infrastructure.
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Table  14
Testing-related papers published in the ICSE proceedings from 1987 to 2011 (2/4).

Legend for Tech: A: Test case generation. B: Functional (black-box) testing. D: Debugging. F: Fault-based testing. S: Testing strategy. I: Fault injection/tolerance. M: Model-based
testing. R: Regression testing. W:  Structural (white-box) testing. Legend for Type: A: Approach proposal. E: Evaluation. T: Tool and infrastructure.
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Table 15
Testing-related papers published in the ICSE proceedings from 1987 to 2011 (3/4).

Legend for Tech: A: Test case generation. B: Functional (black-box) testing. D: Debugging. F: Fault-based testing. S: Testing strategy. I: Fault injection/tolerance. M: Model-based
testing.  R: Regression testing. W:  Structural (white-box) testing. Legend for Type: A: Approach proposal. E: Evaluation. T: Tool and infrastructure.
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Table  16
Testing-related papers published in the ICSE proceedings from 1987 to 2011 (4/4).

Legend for Tech: A: Test case generation. B: Functional (black-box) testing. D: Debugging. F: Fault-based testing. S: Testing strategy. I: Fault injection/tolerance. M: Model-based
testing. R: Regression testing. W:  Structural (white-box) testing. Legend for Type: A: Approach proposal. E: Evaluation. T: Tool and infrastructure.
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